
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Company 
 

Effepierre Multiservizi Srl (http://www.effepierre.it/), is active in the business of International Shipping 
through whole Europe. The company, based in Novara in 1999 and in 2001  began his activities in the field  
of logistics and shipping. In 2004 Effepierre expanded the business of transporting goods at controlled 
temperatures thanks to the collaboration with one of the largest Dutch carriers operating throughout 
Europe. 

 
In September 2009 Effepierre, in addition to the already established activities in shipments of liquid 
products, has expanded its services in the world of bulk powders and granules, taking  over  all  the  
activities of Italian Gè Simons, transferring the commercial and operational coordination among its offices 
and creating a strong partnership that now operates a fleet of more than 300 units, divided between 40 ft 
pressurized silo containers '(approx 59 m3) and 30 ft aluminum van-box containers (56.5 m3). Effepierre  
and Gé Simons are the primary promoters of transport "Road + Rail" mode, contributing over time in 
important reduction of harmful emissions of CO2 into the atmosphere. 

 

Effepierre also offers the opportunity for customers to take advantage of  multiple  warehouses  and 
logistics centers in the district of Milan, one of which is equipped for the management of dangerous goods 
(ADR). Just nearby Alba In the region of Piemonte, offers the possibility to stow goods at controlled 
temperatures (-5 ° to + 15 °) in different cells varying from 200 to 250 pallets. 

 

 
Locations 

 

The operational office of Effepierre is located in IT 20037  Paderno Dugnano  (Milan),  Via  Madonna  21.  
The    registered    office    of    the     Company     is     in     IT     28100     Novara,     Via     Pasquali     15.     
The company has, in the form of business partnerships, 3 warehouses and logistics centers in Milan (5000 
sqm), Alba (several cells at a controlled temperature of 200 to 250 pallets), Pavia (14.500 sqm) 

http://www.effepierre.it/)


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our business 

 
Tankcontainers for liquid products 
Effepierre manages an important fleet of Tankcontainers all over Europe, potentially above 3000 units and 
serves leading firms of the European chemical world. 
The organization is constantly engaged in a controlled growth and is willing to contributes to the reduction 
of vehicles on the road, promoting intermodal solutions where possible (road-rail , road-sea). Our fleet 
covers more than 3000 tank containers mono-compartment, of mt 7.15 and 7.82 inox  steel  316  L,  
heatable by steam or electrically and over 150 tank containers multi-compartments inox steel 316 L for 
multipurpose loads (mainly with compartments of 7500 ltr/15000 ltr/7500 ltr). 

 
 

Food Tanks 
Food tanks in service for Effepierre Logistics are all stainless steel 304 and have a capacity ranging from 
28,000 to 36,000 liters, they may be mono or multi-compartments, suitable for the transport, also ADR, of 
any liquid food. They can maintain a constant temperature during the transport,  deliver products in a  
sterile environment, using closed circuits connected to bacteriological filters, unload autonomously by 
pumps or compressors. Every year, several hundred tanks (for over five thousand tons of goods 
transported), are traveling with Effepierre Logistics. 

 
 

Silos containers 

Since 2009 Effepierre launched a strong partnership  with Gè Simons,  who has allowed both organizations 
to become a leader in the industry of shipments of powders and granules, coordinating and enlivening  
every year thousands of international transport. Products shipped ranging from PVC to polyethylene,  
powder of talc, carbonate, from cereals to minerals. The fleet consists of over 300 units, divided between   
40 ft pressurized silo containers (approx 59 m3).  

Effepierre Logistics also has a large fleet of intermodal 30’-containers with liner (bag in box).  

The geographic areas served are Benelux, Germany, northern France, UK and Italy. 
 
 

13,6 mt Tilt Swap Bodiese 45’ BOX conainers 
Effepierre  employs  a  significant  number  of  13,60  meters  tilt  swap  bodies  and  45’  box  container.   
The maximum loading weight is 28 tons and 34 euro pallet. The routes are served Benelux,  Germany,  
Spain, France, UK, Scandinavia. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reefer trucks for temperature controlled goods 

This is one of the  historical activities of Effepierre Logistics. Over the years Effepierre has become one of  

the leaders by customers in the field of temperature-controlled transport. Today the markets served by  

Italy are: France, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland, England, Romania, Hungary, Spain, Poland and 

Turkey. The organization is considered by the customers one of the most reliable partners  in  Europe for  

the management of temperature-controlled shipping. The company is daily committed in the coordination 

of foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, of which a large scale classified ADR, since always an in-house 

important specialization. 
 

Temperature controlled warehouse 
Effepierre Logistics has, in the immediate vicinity of Alba in Piedmont,  a  temperature-controlled  
warehouse (not ADR) with several cells from 200 to 250 pallets. The temperature is controllable  from -5 °  
to +15 °. The offer is completed by a dedicated software with traceability of the stored goods, pallet 
labeling, document handling, incoming and outgoing service daily update of the goods in stock. The space 
can be made available to customers with contractual period of minimum, 3, 6 and 12 month renewable, 
depending from the goods to store. 

 
Wharehouse ADR 
With the objective to meet the complex requirements of our customers, we can trade brand new Logistics 
centers at about 15 kms from the west ring road of Milan (San Genesio e Uniti and Sesto Ulteriano), with 
solutions for the storage of dangerous goods, capable to comply with the provisions of the rules of the so- 
called “Seveso Law”. 
The plants are equipped with modern technology, able to guarantee the storage of 25,000 pallet places, 
with advanced electronic equipment for the collection and management of the incoming and outgoing 
goods, so as to establish before end, the maximum storable for law and the possible interactions. 

 
Partial loads: 
The business of international shipping partial loads was born in 2010 as a result of the various requests 
received from customers and is concentrated today in the chemical and pharmaceutical products.  
Effepierre Logistics operate transportation of part loads from Italy to Northern Europe and vice versa, ADR 
freight, temperature-controlled and All-Risk insurance upon request. 
In this sector the company operates with Reefer trucks for temperature controlled goods, ADR and Tilt 
trailers and Tautliners with several departures during the week. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Road Fleet 
More than 200 Tilt trailers, Tautliners, and Boxtrailers Standard trucks for the transport of packed and 
palletized goods. 

 
Measures/Loading capacity: 

 
Lenght: 13,60 mt. 
Width: 2,45 mt. – 2,48 mt. 
Inside Height: 2,50 mt. – 2,70 mt. 
Up-to 34 euro pallets 
Up-to 25 tons carriable 

 
The fleet operates primarily in the following European markets: Benelux, France, Germany, United 
Kingdom, Spain. Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary 

 
 
 
 

As from January 2019 the Company became part of the MRZ Group 
 


